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FREE   TUTORIAL:    CARD   #1   
Evergreen   Elegance   Fun   Fold   

  
You   will   need:   

153313   Evergreen   Elegance   Stamp   Set   
151690   Stitched   so   Sweetly   dies   
155718   Tidings   of   Christmas   6x6   DSP   
(Cut   2)   -   1-¼   x   4”   
153536   Wonderful   Gems   
147083   Cherry   Cobbler   ink   pad   
155576   Evening   Evergreen   ink   pad   
152813   Stampin’   Seal   Adhesive   
104430   Stampin’   Dimensional   Adhesive   
159236   Medium   White   Envelopes   
155574   Evening   Evergreen   (base   card)   
cardstock   -   6-½   x   4-¼”;   scored   at   5-½”     
and   1-½   x   4-¼”   
159276   Basic   White   cardstock   -   cut   2   panels   
of   the   largest   scalloped   rectangle   die   
121043   Sahara   Sand   cardstock   -   1   x   4”   

  
Directions:   

1. Fold   Evening   Evergreen   base   card   at   the   scored   line   and   add   Tidings   of   Christmas   DSP   strip   
with   tape   runner   adhesive   to   the   small   flap   at   the   top.   

2. Add   second   strip   of   Tidings   of   Christmas   DSP   to   the   remaining   strip   of   Evening   Evergreen   card   
stock   using   tape   runner   adhesive.   

3. Using   Evening   Evergreen   ink,   stamp   the   tall,   skinny   tree   from   the   stamp   set   onto   the   Basic   
White   scalloped   rectangle.   Stamp,   ink   it   again   and   stamp   again,   then   stamp   a   third   time   
without   re-inking   to   get   the   lighter   tree.   

4. Take   the   1-½   x   4”   layered   strip   of   Evening   Evergreen   cardstock   and   line   it   up   with   the   bottom   
and   sides   of   the   larger   portion   of   the   base   card.   

5. Run   a   line   of   tape   runner   at   the   very   top   and   very   bottom   of   the   Basic   White   scalloped   rectangle   
you   just   stamped   and   attach   it   to   the   flap   and   that   bottom   strip   of   the   base   card.   

6. Using   Cherry   Cobbler   ink   pad,   stamp   the   sentiment   onto   the   Sahara   Sand   cardstock   strip.   Trim   
left   edge   at   an   angle   with   scissors.   Attach   this   to   the   base   card   using   dimensional   adhesive.   

7. Add   Wonderful   Gems   to   the   sentiment   strip.   
8. Add   2nd   Basic   White   Scalloped   rectangle   to   the   inside   of   the   card   and   stamp   sentiment.     

 
         Visit    http://www.queencitystampart.com    and   click   the   BLOG   tab   to   view   video   tutorial   for   this   card.     

Search    Evergreen   Elegance   Fun   Fold.   
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